Some Important Stuff

NEXT QUIZ
November 18, at the beginning of class
Covers reading since Quiz 1
Similar style of questions as on homeworks

HOMEWORK
Remember that all are questions answered in lecture
½ of answers in posted links. ½ you must listen or research
If you can’t pay attention for the duration, you can figure out the answers later (but it requires more work)

READING
For this week (Nov. 4/String Theory): none
For next week (Nov. 11/Big Bang & cosmology):
  Q2C (Quarks to the Cosmos) Ch. 5, 6
For Nov. 18 (lecture on Energy and Global Warming):
  PFP (Physics for Future Presidents) Ch. 5-7 (26 pages) & Ch. 19-21 (27 pages)
  YOU MAY DO THIS READING AFTER THE LECTURE!
For Nov. 25 (lecture on Medical Physics):
  Q2C Chapter 7